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We announce estimates of the Bergman and Szegö kernels on domains in
C 2 of the form
e C 2 | lm{z2) > P{zi)}

Q = nP = {{zuz2)

where P is a subharmonic, nonharmonic polynomial on C. Such a domain is
weakly pseudoconvex and of finite type, and this class of domains includes,
for example, the case
P(Z) = \z\2k,
k > 1,
studied in [2], [8] and [1], and the case
{lb/7)\z\2Re{z%

P(z) = \z\* +

which is a domain of Kohn-Nirenberg type [5].1
Recall that the Bergman space B(Qp) consisting of holomorphic L2 functions on Qp is a closed subspace of the Hubert space L2(Qp). The Bergman
projection is the orthogonal projection Bp: L2(Qp) —> B(Qp). We can write
Bp as an integral operator

Bpf(()= f BP(ç,ri)f(ri)dri
JQp

where Bp{ , ): Qp x Qp —• C is the Bergman kernel for Qp. If {<f)n} is a
complete orthonormal basis for B(Qp) then
oo

#(?,>?) = £<A«(?)^Ö7)
n=0

and the series converges uniformly on compact subsets of Qp x Qp (see, for
example, [3]).
Similarly the subspace H2 {Qp) of L2(dQp) consisting of boundary values
of holomorphic functions F on Qp such that
1111J5T2 = S U P II

\F{z,t + iP{z) +

iy)\2dzdt<oo

y>OJ J C x R
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The methods used here extend to cover the case of general pseudoconvex domains in
C 2 of finite type.
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is a closed subspace of the Hubert space L2(dQp). The Szegö projection is
the orthogonal projection Sp: L2(dQp) —• H2(Qp), and we can write
Spf(ç)=

f

Sp(ç,rj)f(ri)d<j(ri)

where Sp : Q x 0 —• C is the Szegö kernel for the domain Hp, and da is the
measure on dVt given by dz dt when we identify dQ with C x R .
The functions Bp and Sp are initially defined on fi x Q, but they extend
smoothly t o Q x f i \ diagonal (dQ). Our aim is to obtain sharp estimates
for Bp and Sp and their derivatives on the set Qp x Qp\ diagonal (dQp).
These estimates- will be given in terms of a natural nonisotropic metric that
was introduced in [6]. We briefly recall the definition of this metric and some
of its properties.
If Hp = {(zi,z2) € C 2 | lm(z2) > P{z\)}, the tangential Cauchy-Riemann
operator on dQp is
d
.dP,
, d
L= — -2in — {z1) —
OZ\

OZ\

OZ2

and we can view L as a complex-valued vector field on dQ. We write L =
\(X + zY), where X and Y are real vector fields on dQ. Since P is a nonharmonic polynomial, if the degree of P is m, one can check that the vector
fields X and F , together with their commutators of length at most ra, span
the tangent space to dQp at every point. Thus X and Y are of Hörmander
finite type m (see [4]). We can now define the nonisotropic metric p on the
boundary dQp. Let fo,£i € dQp. Then
p(fo,Çi) — inf{£ > 0 | there exists an absolutely continuous map
ip: [0,1] -+ dQ with t/>(0) = ft, </>(*) = ft, and
il)'(t) = a(t)X + /?(*)y with |c*(*)| < «, |/?(*)l < «
for almost all * € [0,1]}.
Since X and y are of finite type, it follows that p(&,£i) < oo for any two
points on dQp, and it is then easy to check that p is a metric (see [7] for
details).
We can obtain a better idea of the nature of this metric with the following
considerations. For z € C, set

A

;(*)= £

fcâi^(AF)(4

2

^m'

and define
m

A(M) = £>,(*)*•.
i=2

We have the following estimate, which we will later use to show that our
estimates for the Bergman and Szegö kernels are essentially symmetric.
LEMMA 1. There are constants C\ and C2 depending only on m so that
if p(Ç,yi) < Ô, and if$ = (z,t + iP(z)), r) = (w,s + iP(w)), then
d

<A{z,6)/A{w,6)<C2.
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We can also describe the ball B(ç,8) = {77 G dQp\p(ç,rj) < 6} in terms of
the function A{z,6).
LEMMA 2. There are constants C\ and C2 depending only on m so that
if P is a subharmonic, nonharmonic polynomial of degree at most m, if <; =
(z, t + iP{z)) G düp and ifô>0, then
B(ç, Ci S) C{rj = (w,s + iP(w)) G düP \ \z - w\ < 6 and
\8-t

+ 21mP(z,w)\

<A{z,8)}

cB(ç,C28),
where
j=iJ'

Roughly, this lemma says that the ball B(ç,8) is a "twisted ellipsoid" of
size 8 along the complex directions at ç = (z, t + iP{z)), and of size A(z,<5)
in the complementary real direction. In particular, the volume of the ball
B(ç,6) on dû is
YO\(B{^6))^62A{Z,6)

(see [6 and 7] for further details).
To write down the estimates for the Bergman and Szegö kernels, we need
two more pieces of notation. First, let II: Op —• dClp denote the natural
projection given by
II(*, t + iP{z) + iy) = {z,t + iP{z)).
Second, let h : Op —• (0,00) denote the height function
h(z, t + iP{z) + iy) = y.
We then have the following estimate for the Bergman kernel Bp( , ):
THEOREM 1. There is a constant Cm so that for every subharmonic nonharmonic polynomial P of degree at most m, and for any point (ç,rj) G
Up x H p \ diagonal (düp), ifU(ç) = (z,t + iP(z)), then
\Bp(^rj)\<Cm6-2A(z,S)-2
where
6 = inf{* > 0 111(77) G B{z,t),

h{ç) < A(z,t),

h{rj) < A(z,t)}.

Note that if both ç and rj are on the boundary ofQp, then 8 = p{ç,rj).
We have an analogous estimate for the Szegö kernel Sp( , ):
THEOREM 2. 2 There is a constant Cm so that for every subharmonic
nonharmonic polynomial P of degree at most m, and for any point (ç, rj) G
Up x Hp\ diagonal {dQP), ifU(ç) = (z,t + iP{z))y
\Sp{(,fi)\ < G n r ^ f ) "

1

2
The results for the Szegö kernel have been obtained independently by different methods
by M. Machedon in a paper to appear in Inventiones Mathematical.
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where
6 = inf{* > 0 111(77) € B{z,t),

h{ç) < A(z,t), h{rj) < A{z,t)}.

In particular if (ç,rj) G dQp x dQp with ç ^ rj, then for another absolute
constant C'm,
|Sp(?,'/)l<<3 B vol(BM))- 1
where 6 = p{ç,rj).
We remark that the estimates of Theorems 1 and 2 do not appear to be
symmetric in ç and 77. However, using Lemma 1, one can show that there
are constants C\ and C2 depending only on m so that if (ç, 77) G ftp x QP\
diagonal (dfip), with 11(c) = (*,* + t'P(z)), and 11(77) = (w, s + tP(s)), then
if
61 = wî{t > 0 111(77) ^ B{z,t),

h{ç) < A(z,*)> Afa) < A(*,*)}

and
«2 = inf {s > 0 111(77) € B(w, 3), ft(ç) < A(w, 3), ^(77) < A(w, s)},
then
Ci < tfi/Ó2 < C 2 .
Also, if (ç, 77) G dOp x diïp and p(ç, 77) = 8 then
Ci < Vol(B( ?î tf))/Vol(Bfa,S)) < C 2 .
We also obtain estimates for derivatives of the kernels Bp and Sp. We
have
THEOREM 3. For each integer k > 0 £/iere is a constant Ck,m depending
on k and m so that if P is a subharmonic nonharmonic polynomial of degree
at most m, if {ç,rj) G up x Qp\ diagonal (dQp), if H{$) = (z,t + iP(z)), and
if 6 = 'mf{t > 0 I Ufa) € B{z,t), h{ç) < A(z,t), fc(ry) < A(z,t)}, then
(a) |L, 1 L i 2 ...L i f c Bp(^77)|<C f c , m (5- f c - 2 A(z,^)- 2 ,
(b) I L ^ L ^ . - . L ^ S p ^ f y ) ! ^ C ^ - ^ A M ) " 1 ,
where each L{j denotes either the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator L or
its conjugate L, and the derivatives are taken either in the ç variable or the rj
variable. In particular, if (ç, 77) G dtïp x dQp and p{ç,r]) = 6, then
IL^Li.-^Li.Spi^ri^KC^mS^VoliB^Ô))-1.
Note that on the boundary all derivatives can be written as commutators
of L and L, and so Theorem 3 shows how to control all derivatives on the
boundary. One can now apply fairly standard singular integral and fractional
integration machinery to prove various regularity properties of the Bergman
and Szegö projections. Further discussion and complete proofs will appear in
a forthcoming paper.
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